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It is shown that there exists a natural relationship between the regular admissibility
of a translation-invariant subspace M of BUC(R, E ) (the space of uniformly
continuous bounded functions on R with values in a Banach space E ), w.r.t. the
differential equation u$(t)=Au(t)+ f (t) (V), and the unique solvability of a special
operator equation of Lyapunov’s type AX&XDM=&$0 , where DM is the restric-
tion of the operator D#ddt onto M and $0( f )= f (0). This leads to some spectral
conditions for the regular admissibility. Applications to questions of exponential
dichotomy, exponential stability, the existence of periodic and almost periodic solu-
tions of equation (V), as well as analogous questions for some nonlinear equations
and functional differential equations are presented.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the differential equation
u$(t)=Au(t)+ f (t), (1)
where A is the generator of a C0-semigroup T (t), t0, on a Banach space
E and f is a continuous function from R to E. A continuous function
u: R  E is called a mild solution of Eq. (1) if
u(t)=T (t&s) u(s)+|
t
s
T (t&{) f ({) d{, for all ts.
Let BUC(R, E ) be the Banach space of all uniformly continuous bounded
functions from R to E, and suppose M is a closed translation-invariant
subspace of BUC(R, E ). The subspace M is said to be regularly admissible
if for every f # M there exists a unique mild solution u # M of the Eq. (1).
The question of the regular admissibility of a translation-invariant sub-
space M plays an important role in the study of the asymptotic behavior
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of solutions of Eq. (1). In fact, if M is regularly admissible, then there exists
a linear operator G: M  M defined by Gf =u, where u, f /M satisfy
Eq. (1), and an application of the Closed Graph Theorem shows that G is
bounded, i.e., &u&M & f &, so that the regular admissibility of M implies
the stability of solutions in the class M.
A traditional approach to the problem of the regular admissibility is
through a construction of a corresponding Green’s function. Among the
known results let us mention the classical theorem of Perron [27] that
if A is a matrix (dim E<), then the space BUC(R, E ) is regularly
admissible if and only if A has no purely imaginary eigenvalues. It is also
well known that the space P| of continuous |-periodic functions is
regularly admissible (i.e., Eq. (1) with periodic forcing term f # P| has a
unique |-periodic solution) if and only if +k=2k?i|, k # Z, are not eigen-
values of A (see [1, 10, 11]). These classical results were extended to
Eq. (1) in Banach space by Krein [16] (for bounded operators A, see also
Dalecki and Krein [5]), and by Zhikov [37] (see also [18, Chapter 10;
28]). Periodicity, almost periodicity, and stability of various classes of dif-
ferential equations were a subject of intensive research. For related results
see [4, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 1518, 22, 28, 29, 3237] and references therein.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to the problem on the regular
admissibility of translation-invariant subspaces of BUC(R, E ), which is
based on the solvability of an operator equation of Lyapunov type.
Namely, we consider an operator X : M  E defined by Xf =u(0), where u
is a mild solution in M of Eq. (1), with f # M. Since Eq. (1) is autonomous,
X completely describes all solutions in M by u(t)=XS(t) f, where S(t) is
the translation operator by t (provided M satisfies a certain condition (11),
see Section 3). It turns out that X satisfies the operator equation
AX&XD=&$0 , (2)
where D: M  M is the operator of differentiation and $0 f = f (0). This
implies that for Eq. (1), the regular admissibility of M is equivalent to the
existence of a unique solution to an operator equation of the form
AX&XB=C (Theorem 3.1). (3)
This approach turns out to be useful, because we can now apply the
available results and methods on the operator equation (3).
Historically, the operator equation of the form (3) first appeared in a
classical stability theorem of Lyapunov which asserts that the zero solution
of the system of linear ODE u$(t)=Au(t) is asymptotically stable if and only
if for every positive matrix C the matrix equation AX+XA*=&C has a
positive definite solution. This theorem has motivated the study of Eq. (3)
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in matrices (see [5]), as well as in bounded and unbounded operators (see,
e.g., [2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 19, 20, 24, 30, 31, 33] and references therein). Among
those works let us mention the paper [3, 24, 33] in which some applica-
tions of Eq. (3) to the problem of the asymptotic behavior are presented.
It is natural to expect that the study of operator equations of the form
AX&XB=C can lead to further applications to the asymptotic behavior
of Eq. (1).
In the considered case the corresponding operator equation contains
unbounded operators A and D, where A is the generator of a C0-semi-
group T (t) on a Banach space E and D is the generator of a C0-group
S(t) of isometric operators (namely, the translation group in M). Since the
available results on the operator equation AX&XB=C are not directly
applicable to this situation, in Section 2 we present such specific results
for Eq. (2) (Theorems 2.1 and 2.2) which will suit our purposes. Then, in
Section 3, these results are used in order to obtain the main conditions for
the regular admissibility of a subspace M (w.r.t. Eq. (1)) (Theorem 3.4).
Namely, M is regularly admissible provided that one of the following con-
ditions holds: (i) _(T (1)) & _(S(1) | M)=<, or (ii) _(A) & _(DM)=<,
and supn1 &Xn&<, where DMn is the restriction of D to the subspace of
functions with spectrum in [&in, in] and Xn is the unique solution of the
equation AX&XDMn=&$
(n)
0 . In Section 4, we derive corresponding results
characterizing the exponential dichotomy and the exponential stability by
means of solution of Eq. (2) (when D and $0 act on the whole space
BUC(R, E ) or AP(R, E ), i.e., the space of almost periodic functions). In
Section 5, we use our method in combination with the Fixed Point
Theorem to obtain general results on the asymptotic behavior of some
nonlinear equations.
The authors would be somewhat disappointed if the reader sees the value
of this paper (if such exists) only in the case of Eq. (1) in infinite dimen-
sional Banach spaces. To our knowledge, the main results of this paper
(Theorems 3.4, 3.5, 5.1) are new also for the case dim E< (with a simpler
formulation). Corollaries 3.6, 3.7, as well as Corollaries 5.3, 5.4, are well-
known for the case dim E<, but our proofs are new and may present a
methodological interest. Moreover, the suggested method can be extended
to the study of the asymptotic behavior of some other classes of equations.
Some such extensions are briefly indicated in Section 6.
Throughout this paper A and &B will denote generators of C0-semi-
groups T (t) and S(t), on the Banach spaces E an F, respectively. Starting
from Section 3, S(t) is the translation group (denoted by S(t)) on the
space BUC(R, E ) of bounded uniformly continuous E-valued functions
on R, and B is the differentiation operator on BUC(R, E ) (denoted by D
or ddt). For a linear operator A, the domain, spectrum, and resolvent set
of A will be denoted by D(A), _(A), and \(A), respectively.
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2. THE OPERATOR EQUATION AX&XB=C
Let A and &B be the generators of C0-semigroups T (t) and S(t), on
Banach spaces E and F, respectively, and let C be a bounded linear
operator from F to E. Consider the operator equation (3) where a bounded
operator X : F  E is called a solution of (3) if for each f # D(B), we have
Xf # D(A) and AXf &XBf =Cf.
Let us briefly summarize some known results which will be used in the
sequel:
(A) If A and B are bounded and have disjoint spectra, then Eq. (3)
has a unique solution, which can be written as the following integral
X=|
1
(*&A)&1 C(*&B)&1 d*, (4)
where 1 is a suitable countour surrounding _(A) and disjoint from _(B)
(see [5, 31] for details).
(B) If A and B are closed operators, have disjoint spectra, and if one
of them is bounded or, more generally, analytic, then a formula analogous
to (4) still holds and determines the unique solution of Eq. (3) [33] (see
also [2]).
(C) If A and &B are (generally unbounded) generators of C0-semi-
groups T (t) and S(t), with the types |A and |B , respectively, such that
|A+|B<0, then Eq. (3) has a unique solution which can be written as
X=&|

0
T (t) CS(t) dt, see, e.g., [8, 33]. (5)
(Here the integral is understood in the strong sense. The type of a C0-semi-
group T (t) is defined by |A=limt  ((ln &T (t)&)t).)
(D) If A generates an exponentially dichotomic C0-semigroup T (t)
(see the definition in Section 4) and &B generates an isometric group S(t),
then for every bounded C Eq. (3) has a unique bounded solution X which
can be written as
X=&|

&
GA(t) CS(t) dt,
where
GA(t)={T (t) P,&T (t)(I&P),
t0
t<0,
(see [36]).
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(Here P is the dichotomic projection, T (t)(I&P), t<0, is defined because
the restriction T (t) | ((I&P) E ) is extended to a group.)
(E) If for every bounded operator C : F  E Eq. (3) has a unique
bounded solution X, then _(A) & _(B)=< [2].
(F) If A and B are closed unbounded operators then the condition
_(A) & _(B)=< is not, in general, sufficient for the solvability of Eq. (3)
(see examples in [2, 33]).
Below we will consider Eq. (3) in a special case which arises in connec-
tion with the study of the asymptotic behavior of Eq. (1), and we give two
specific results concerning the solution of Eq. (3) in this case. In what
follows, we shall denote by M( f )#MS( f ) the closed subspace of F which
is spanned by S(t) f and (*&B)&1 f for all * # \(B).1 Then M( f ) is
invariant w.r.t. S(t) and B, and it is well-known that _(Sf (t))/_(S(t)),
_(Bf )/_(B), where Sf (t)#S(t) | M( f ), Bf #B | M( f ).
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the following conditions hold :
(i) _(T (1)) & _(S(1))=<;
(ii) There is a dense subset F0 of F such that B | M( f ) is bounded for
all f # F0 .
Then the operator equation AX&XB=C has a unique solution for every
bounded C.
Proof. From condition (i) and the well-known inclusion et_(A)/_(T (t))
(see, e.g., [23]) it follows that _(A) & _(B)=<. Let f # F0 . Since _(Bf )/
_(B), it follows that _(A) & _(Bf )=<. Therefore, by (B), there exists a
bounded linear operator Xf : M( f )  E which is a solution of
AXf &Xf Bf =Cf , (6)
where Cf =C | M( f ). From (6) it follows that
T (t&s) AXf Sf (s) g&T (t&s) Xf Bf Sf (s) g
=T (t&s) Cf Sf (s) g, \g # M( f ) & D(B).
Since M( f ) & D(B) is dense in M( f ), it follows that
T (t&s) AXf Sf (s) g&T (t&s) Xf Bf Sf (s) g
=T (t&s) Cf Sf (s) g, \g # M( f ).
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By integrating by parts from 0 to t we have
T (t) Xf g&Xf Sf (t) g=|
t
0
T (t&s) Cf Sf (s) gds, \g # M( f ). (7)
Put Q=10 T (1&s) CS(s) ds, and let X be the unique bounded solution of
the operator equation
T (1) X&XS(1)=Q, (8)
the existence of which is guaranted by (A) and condition (i). From (7) and
(8) it follows that Xf is the restriction of X to M( f ). Therefore, we have
T (t) Xg&XS(t) g=Q(t) g, \g # F0 , (9)
where Q(t)=t0 T (t&s) CS(s) ds. Since all operators in (9) are bounded
and F0 is dense in F, it follows that (9) holds for all g # F. In particular
T (t) Xg&XS(t) g=Q(t) g, \g # D(B), (10)
From (10) it follows, by differentiation by t, that
AXg&XBg=Cg, \g # D(B). K
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that:
(i) _(A) & _(B)=<, and
(ii) There is a sequence Fn/F of closed invariant (w.r.t. B) subspaces
such that Fn/Fn+1 , _(B | Fn)/_(B), Bn#B | Fn is bounded (\n), and
n1 Fn is dense in F.
Let Xn denote the unique solution of the operator equation AX&XBn=Cn
(with Cn#C | Fn). Then the operator equation AX&XB=C has a unique
solution if and only if supn1 &Xn&<.
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of Xn such that AXn&XnBn=Cn
follows from statement (B), which also implies that Xn+1 | Fn=Xn . There-
fore, one can define a linear operator X0 from F0#n1 Fn to E by X0 f =
Xn f if f # Fn . It is clear that
AX0 f&X0 Bf =Cf, \f # F0 ,
which implies, by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, that
T (t) X0 f&X0S(t) f =|
t
0
T (t&s) CS(s) f ds, \f # F.
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By condition (ii), there exists a unique extenstion X of X0 by continuity, to
a bounded operator from F to E which satisfies
T (t) Xf&XS(t) f =|
t
0
T (t&s) CS(s) f ds, \f # F.
The last formula implies that if f # D(B) then Xf # D(A) (since T (t) Xf is
differentiable) and differentiation in t yields AXf &XBf =Cf. The above
argument also shows that if _(A) & _(B)=< and X is a solution to
Eq. (3), then X | Fn=Xn so that supn1 &Xn&&X&<. K
It is well-known that if S(t) is an isometric group, then condition (ii) in
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 holds. Moreover, the generator B of an isometric
group is decomposable, i.e., for every compact 2/iR there exists a maxi-
mal spectral subspace M(2) (a maximal invariant subspace on which the
operator B is bounded and has spectrum contained in 2, see, e.g., [21] for
details). In particular, one can put Fn=M([&in, in]). Let Bn=B | Fn and
Cn=C | Fn . Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. imply the following corollary.
Corollary 2.3. Let A be generator of a C0-semigroup T (t) and let &B
be generator of an isometric C0-group S(t). Assume that either
(i) _(T (1)) & _(S(1))=<, or
(ii) _(A) & _(B)=< and the solutions Xn of the operator equation
AX&XBn=Cn are uniformly bounded, i.e., supn1 &Xn&<.
Then the operator Eq. (3) has a unique bounded solution.
Remark. Corollary 2.3 holds also for nonquasi-analytic C0-groups, i.e.,
for C0-groups S(t) which satisfy the condition
|

&
ln &S(t)&
1+t 2
dt<,
since for those groups the generator &B (and hence B) is also decom-
posable (see [21]).
Below we shall denote by S(t) the translation group on BUC(R, E ),
with generator D (i.e., (S(t) f )(s)= ft(s)= f (s+t), Df = f $), and by M
a translation-invariant subspace of BUC(R, E ). Hence, the operator &D
is the generator the isometric group S(&t), so that we have the same
situation as in Corollary 2.3. The corresponding spectral subspace
Fn=M([&in, in]) admits a precise description in terms of spectrum of
a bounded function (for simplicity of the notation we shall use the same
letter Fn for the spectral subspace corresponding to the subset [&in, in],
for the restrictions DM of D to M, in particular, for the operator D itself ).
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Let f (t), &<t<, be a bounded measurable function with values
in E. The Carleman transform of the function f (t) is defined by
f (*)={|

0
e&*tf (t) dt,
&|
0
&
e&*t f (t) dt,
Re *>0,
Re *<0.
A point *0 on iR is called regular point of f (t) if f (*) can be continued
analytically into a neighborhood of *0 . The complement in iR of the set of
regular points is called spectrum of f (t) and is denoted by Sp( f ) (see [14,
29, 34]).
Let Fn be the subspace of M consisting of functions f such that Sp( f )/
[&in, in], DFn=D | Fn , and Cn=C | Fn . It is well-known that Fn consists
of functions (from M) which can be extended to entire functions of exponen-
tial type n, and from the well-known Bernstein’s Inequality it follows that
DFn is bounded; in fact, &DFn &n (&DFn &=n if M=BUC(R, E )). Thus,
we obtain the following corollary which will be used in the next section.
Corollary 2.4. Let A be generator of a C0-semigroup T (t) on E, and
M be a translation-invariant subspace of BUC(R, E ). Assume that one of the
following conditions holds:
(i) _(T (1)) & _(S(1) | M)=<.
(ii) _(A) & _(DM)=<, and supn1 &Xn&<, where Xn is the unique
solution of the equation AX&XDFn=Cn .
Then equation AX&XDM=C has a unique bounded solution.
3. ADMISSIBLE SUBSPACES
Assume that M is a closed subspace of BUC(R, E ) which is translation-
invariant, i.e., if f # M, then S(t) f#ft # M. Thus, we can consider the
restriction of S(t) and D onto M. Recall that a closed translation-
invariant subspace M of BUC(R, E ) is called regularly admissible, if for
every f # M there exists a unique mild solution u # M of Eq. (1). Below we
assume that M is a closed subspace of BUC(R, E ) which is translation-
invariant and, moreover, also invariant under any bounded linear operator
commuting with all S(t), t # R. It is easy to see that the latter condition
has the following equivalent form, which will be used in the sequel:
\C # L(M, E ) and \f # M, the function ,(t)#CS(t) f # M. (11)
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We give some examples of translation-invariant subspaces satisfying the
condition (11) which are of particular interest.
Example 1. Let 4 be a closed subset of iR and let M(4) consist of all
functions f # BUC(R, E ) such that Sp( f )/4. It follows from the general
spectral theory of functions that M(4) is a closed translation-invariant
subspace which satisfies (11). Moreover, _(D | M(4))=4.
Example 2. Let 4=[2k?i|: k # Z]. Then M(4) coincides with the
space P| of continuous |-periodic functions.
Example 3. Let AP(|) consist of continuous antiperiodic functions
on R with values in E and antiperiod |, i.e., AP(|)=[ f # BUC(R, E ):
f (t+|)=&f (t)].
Since each |-antiperiodic function is periodic with period 2|, and since
the constant functions do not belong to AP(|) (except f #0) it follows
that
_(D | AP(|))/{ in?| : n # Z, n{0= .
But, on the other hand, ei(n?|) t is antiperiodic if and only if n=2k+1,
therefore
AP(|)=M(4), where 4={ i(2k+1) ?| : k # Z= ,
hence
_(D | AP(|))={ i(2k+1) ?| : k # Z= .
Example 4. Let 4 be a closed countable subset of iR and assume that
E does not contain an isomorphic copy of c0 (the Banach space of numerical
sequences which converge to 0). Then it is well-known that every function
f # M(4) is almost periodic (see [18]).
Example 5. Again let 4 be a closed countable subset of iR and let
Me(4)#{ f # BUC(R, E ): Sp( f )/4 and \* # 4,
lim
T  
1
2T |
T+h
&T+h
e&*t f (t) dt exists uniformly in h= .
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It is not difficult to see that Me(4) is a translation-invariant subspace
which satisfies condition (11). It is also shown in [32] that Me(4) consists
of almost periodic functions (without any conditions on E ).
Below we always assume that M is a translation-invariant subspace
which satisfies (11), and we denote DM#D | M, $M0 #$0 | M, where $0 is
a bounded linear operator from BUC(R, E ) to E (the Dirac operator)
defined by $0 f = f (0).
Theorem 3.1. Let M be as above. The following are equivalent:
(i) M is regularly admissible.
(ii) The operator equation
AX&XDM=&$M0 (12)
has a unique bounded solution.
(iii) For every bounded linear operator C: M  E the operator equation
AX&XDM=C (13)
has a unique bounded solution.
Proof. (i) O (ii). Let M be regularly admissible. Let G: M  E be the
bounded operator defined by Gf =u, where u is the unique (mild) solution
in M of the Eq. (1) with f # M. Define Xf =(Gf )(0). Since Eq. (1) is
autonomous, it follows that G commutes with S(t); in particular,
(Gf )(t)=XS(t) f. Therefore, from f # D(D) & M it follows that (Gf )(t) is
differentiable and
d
dt
(Gf )(t)=A(Gf )(t)+ f (t),
so that (Gf )$ (0)=A(Gf )(0)+ f (0). Hence AXf +$M0 ( f )=XDM f, or
AXf&XDM f =&$M0 ( f ), \f # D(DM), i.e., X is a bounded solution of
Eq. (12).
On the other hand, if X is a bounded solution of Eq. (12), then, for every
f # DM , the function u # M defined by
u(t)=XS(t) f
is a classical solution of Eq. (1). Indeed,
u$(t)=XDS(t) f =(AX+$M0 ) S(t) f =Au(t)+ f (t).
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By the variation-of-parameters formula we have
XS(t) f =XS(s) f +|
t
0
T (t&{) f ({) d{, f # D(DM),
which easily implies that for every f # M the function u(t)#XS(t) f is a
mild solution in M of Eq. (1). Since the solution in M is unique for every
f # M, it follows that the solution X of the operator Eq. (12) is unique.
(ii) O (iii). It follows from the uniqueness of the solution of AX&
XDM=&$M0 that the only solution of the equation AX&XDM=0 is
X=0. Hence a solution of AY&YDM=C, if it exists, is unique. Now let
X be the unique bounded solution of AX&XDM=&$M0 , and C: M  E
be a given bounded linear operator. By (11) we can define an operator
Y: M  E by:
Yf =Xf ,
where f (t)=&CS(t) f. It is easily verified that Y is bounded and satisfies
AY&YDM=C.
(iii) O (i). It follows from (E) (see Section 2) that _(A) & _(DM)=<.
Also, it follows from the proof of (i) O (ii) that for every f # M there exists
a mild solution u # M of Eq. (1). It remains for us to show that the solution
is unique. Assume, on the contrary, that there are two mild solutions u1
and u2 (u1 , u2 # M), of Eq. (1), for some f # M. Let v=u1&u2 . Then v is
a nontrivial mild solution on R of the homogeneous equation v$(t)=Av,
i.e., v is a nontrivial complete bounded trajectory of the semigroup T (t). It
follows from [34, Proposition 3.7] that Sp(v)/_(A). On the other hand,
since v # M, Sp(v)/_(DM). Hence Sp(v)=<, so that v#0 (by the classical
Tauberian Theorem, see, e.g., [14, 34]). K
Thus, Theorem 3.1 reduces the regular admissibility for a subspace M to
the question of solvability of the specific operator equation (12). From the
proof of Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2. Assume that M is a closed translation-invariant sub-
spaces of BUC(R, E ) satisfying condition (11), which is regularly admissible.
Then
(i)
_(A) & _(DM)=<; (14)
(ii) If N is another translation-invariant subspace satisfying condition
(11) and N/M, then N also is regularly admissible.
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Proof. The statement (i) is already contained in the proof of Theorem 3.1,
and the statement (ii) follows from the fact that if M is admissible and
f # N, then the unique mild solution u in M of Eq. (1) is u(t)=XS(t) f,
which belongs to N by the condition (11). K
The statement (F) of Section 2 shows that condition (14) is not sufficient
for the regular admissibility of M since it is not sufficient for the solvability
of the operator equations (12)(13). From Theorem 3.1 and known results
on the solvability of the operator Eq. (3) in Section 2 we therefore obtain
the following corresponding results on the regular admissibility.
First, by (B), the following result holds (cf. [29]).
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that _(A) & _(D | M)=< and either
(i) _(D | M) is compact, or
(ii) A is the generator of an analytic semigroup.
Then the subspace M is regularly admissible.
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 2.4 imply the following result; here Fn=
M & M([&in, in]), $ (n)0 #$
M
0 | Fn .
Theorem 3.4. Assume that one of the following conditions holds:
(i) _(T (1)) & _(S(1) | M)=<.
(ii) _(A) & _(DM)=<, and supn1 &Xn&<, where Xn is the unique
solution of the equation AX&XDFn=&$
(n)
0 .
Then M is regularly admissible.
Remark. It follows from (14) and Remark 2 in Section 2 that condition
(ii) in Theorem 3.4 is also necessary for the regular admissibility of the sub-
space M. Moreover, if A is bounded (in particular, if dim E<), then the
condition _(A) & _(DM)=< alone is (necessary and) sufficient for the
regular admissibility of M (the inequality in (ii) will hold automatically).
Consider applications of Theorem 3.4 in the situations of Examples 15,
above. First, let 4/iR be a closed subset and M=M(4). It is well-known
that _(D | M(4))=4. From the Weak Spectral Mapping Theorem for
isometric groups (see, e.g., [23]) it follows that
_(S(1) | M(4))=[e*: * # 4].
Therefore, we obtain the following criterion for the regular admissibility for
the subspaces M(4).
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Theorem 3.5. If [e*: * # 4] & _(T (1))=<, then the subspace M(4) is
regularly admissible.
Remark. The converse statement to Theorem 3.5 is not true, in general.
In fact, choose a semigroup T (t) with generator A, such that there exists
+ # \(A) & iR with e +  \(T (1)) (since the Spectral Mapping Therem is not
valid, in general, for C0-semigroups, such examples exist, see, e.g., [23] for
concrete examples). Let M#M([+])=[e +tx: x # E ]. Then M is regularly
admissible (by Theorem 3.3(i)), but [e +] & _(T (1)){<.
Applying Theorem 3.5 (and the necessary condition (14)) to the spaces
P(|) and AP(|), we obtain the following corollaries which give a
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a unique |-periodic
(resp., |-antiperiodic) solution u of Eq. (1) for every |-periodic (resp.,
|-antiperiodic) inhomogeneous part f. A result similar to part (i) of
Corollary 3.6 was obtained by Pru ss [28] using a different method. Part
(iii) of Corollary 3.6 was obtained recently by Latushkin and Montgomery-
Smith [17], also using a different argument. Note also that Corollaries 3.6
and 3.7 are well-known in the case of bounded operator2 A (in particular,
in the case dim E<), while Corollaries 3.8 and 3.9 seem to be new even
in the finite dimensional case.
Corollary 3.6. The space P(|) is regularly admissible if and only if
one of the following equivalent conditions holds:
(i) 1 # \(T (|));
(ii) 2k?i| # \(A) for all k # Z and supn1 &Xn&<, where Xn is the
unique bounded solution of the operator equation AX&XDn=&$ (n)0 , Dn is
the differentiation operator on Pn(|)#span[e(2k?i|) t: |k|n], and $ (n)0 is
the restriction of $0 to Pn(|);
(iii) 2k?i | # \(A), \k # Z and there is a constant C such that
" :
n
k=&n \A&
2k?i
| +
&1
vk"C supt # R " :
n
k=&n
e(2k?i|) tvk" ,
for any finite sequence [vk]nk=&n in E.
Proof. (i) The ‘‘if ’’ part follows directly from Theorem 3.5. To prove
the ‘‘only if ’’ part, suppose that P(|) is admissible. We show that
(I&T (|)) is invertible. Since the |-periodic solution of Eq. (1) is unique,
it is easily seen that (I&T (|)) is injective. To show that (I&T (|)) is
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surjective, take an arbitrary vector x # E. Let g(t) be a real continuous
function on [0, |] such that g(0)= g(|)=0 and
|
|
0
g(s) ds=1,
and let f (t)=T (t)[ g(t) x], 0t|. Since f (0)= f (|)=0, the function f
can be continued to be an |-periodic function ( # P(|)). Let u(t) be the
corresponding |-periodic solution of Eq. (1). Then
u(|)=u(0)=T (|)u(0)+|
|
0
T (|&s)[T (s)g(s) x] dx
=T (|) u(0)+T (|) x,
hence
[I&T (|)](u(0)+x)=x,
which shows that (I&T (|)) is surjective. Hence 1 # \(T (|)).
(ii) follows immediately from Theorem 3.4(ii).
(iii) The space Pn(|) is a direct sum of subspaces Lk=[e(2k?i|) tx:
x # E ], k=0, \1, ..., \n. Let , be an arbitrary function in Pn(|), ,(t)=
nk=&n e
(2k?i|) tvk , vk # E. We show that the solution Xn of the equation
AX&XDn=&$ (n)0 satisfies Xn ,=
n
k=&n (A&(2k?i|)
&1 vk , from which
the equivalence of conditions (ii) and (iii) follows immediately.
Choose a countour 1=nk=&n 1k , where 1k is a small circle around
2k?i| such that 1k and its interior are contained in \(A). By (B) of
Section 2 we have
Xn=
1
2?i |1 (*&A)
&1 $ (n)0 (*&Dn)
&1 d*.
Since
$ (n)0 (*&Dn)
&1 ,=$ (n)0 \ :
n
k=&n \*&
2k?i
| +
&1
e(2k?i|) tvk+
= :
n
k=&n \*&
2k?i
| +
&1
vk ,
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we have
Xn,=
1
2?i |1 (*&A)
&1 :
n
k=&n \*&
2k?i
| +
&1
vk d*
=
1
2?i
:
n
j=&n
:
n
k=&n
|
1j
(*&A)&1 \*&2k?i| +
&1
vk d*.
Since
1
2?i |1j \*&
2k?i
| +
&1
(*&A)&1 vk d*={
0 if j{k
\A&2k?i| +
&1
vk if j=k,
it is easily seen that Xn,=nk=&n (A&(2k?i |)
&1 vk . K
By analogous arguments we obtain the following corollaries.
Corollary 3.7. The space AP(|) is regularly admissible if and only if
one of the following equivalent conditions holds:
(i) &1 # \(T (|));
(ii) (i(2k+1) ?|) # \(A) for all k # Z and supn1 &Xn&<, where
Xn is the unique bounded solution of the operator equation AX&XDn=
&$ (n)0 , Dn is the differentiation operator on APn(|)#span[e((2k+1) ?i|) t :
|k|n], and $ (n)0 is the restriction of $0 to APn(|).
(iii) (i(2k+1) ?|) # \(A), \k # Z, and there is a constant C such that
" :
n
k=&n \A&
i(2k+1) ?
| +
&1
vk"C supt # R " :
n
k=&n
e(i(2k+1) ?|) tvk" ,
for any finite sequence [vk]nk=&n in E.
Note that in the next two corollaries the assumptions are made to
guarantee that the set of linear combinations of the exponents e*k tx (k1,
x # E ) is dense in the corresponding space. The proof of Corollary 3.8 is a
minor modification of the proof of Corollary 3.6(iii). One needs to observe
that if (15) holds, then Theorem 2.2 applies with Fn=Me(4n), 4n=
[*1 , ..., *n]. Corollary 3.9 follows immediately from Theorem 3.5.
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Corollary 3.8. Let 4=[*1 , *2 , ...] be a closed countable subset of iR.
(i) The space Me(4) is regularly admissible if and only if 4/\(A)
and there is a constant C such that
" :
n
k=1
(A&*k)&1 vk"C supt # R " :
n
k=1
e*ktvk" , (15)
for every finite sequence [vk]nk=1 in E.
(ii) Assume that E does not contain a copy of c0 . Then the space
M(4) is regularly admissible if and only if 4/\(A) and condition (15)
holds.
In both cases the solutions are almost periodic functions.
Corollary 3.9. Let 4=[*1 , *2 , ...] be a closed countable subset of iR.
Suppose that [e*i: i=1, 2, ..] & _(T (1))=<. Then the space M(4) is regu-
larly admissible. If, in addition, either (i) f # Me(4), or (ii) E does not
contain c0 and f # M(4), then Eq. (1) has a unique almost periodic solution
u # M(4).
4. EXPONENTIAL DICHOTOMY AND STABILITY
Recall that Eq. (1) (or the semigroup T (t)) is said to admit exponential
dichotomy if there exists a bounded projection operator P on E and
positive constants M, |, such that
(i) PT (t)=T (t) P, \t0;
(ii) &T (t) x&Me&|t &x&, \x # P(E );
(iii) The restriction T (t) | ker(P) extends to a C0-group (we use the
same notation without ambiguity) and &T (&t) x&Me&|t &x&, \t0.
The projection P satisfying the above conditions (i)(iii) is called the
dichotomic projection of the semigroup T (t) (or Eq. (1)). The exponential
stability is a particular case of the exponential dichotomy when the corre-
sponding dichotomic projection is the identity operator. It is easy to see
that if T (t) admits exponential dichotomy, then T (t) is a hyperbolic
operator for every t>0, i.e., _(T (t)) & [z # C : |z|=1]=<, \t>0. The
converse also holds and follows by a standard argument involving the
RieszDunford operational calculus (see, e.g., [28]). It is also well-known
that the exponential dichotomy is equivalent to the regular admissibility of
the space BUC(R, E ), see [18, Chapter 10; 28]. Below we denote by
AP(R, E ) the space of almost periodic functions in the sense of Bohr.
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If the space BUC(R, E ) is regularly admissible, then by Corollary 3.2 the
space AP(R, E ) also is regularly admissible. Analogously, if AP(R, E ) is
regularly admissible, then P(|) is also regularly admissible for every |,
which implies, by Corollary 3.6, that 1 # \(T (|)), \|. From this it easily
follows that _(T (1)) & [* # C : |*|=1]=<. Therefore, Theorem 3.1, Corol-
lary 3.6 and (D) of Section 2 lead to the following result which was obtained
in [36].
Theorem 4.1. The following are equivalent:
(i) Eq. (1) admits the exponential dichotomy;
(ii) For every B which is generator of an isometric C0-group in
a Banach space F, and for every bounded linear operator C: F  E, the
operator equation AX&XB=C has a unique solution;
(iii) The operator equation AX&XD=&$0 has a unique bounded solu-
tion, where D=ddt: BUC(R, E )  BUC(R, E ) and $0 : BUC(R, E )  E,
($0 f = f (0)) (or the same property holds for the restrictions of D and $0 to
AP(R, E );
(iv) The space BUC(R, E ) (or AP(R, E )) is regularly admissible;
(v) _(T (1)) & [* # C : |*|=1]=<.
It is well-known that there is a naturally defined C0-semigroup eLt on
BUC(R, E ) by (eLtf )(s)=T (t) f (s&t), t0, s # R, which is called the
evolutionary semigroup associated with Eq. (1). The generator L of this
semigroup is the closure of the operator
(L0u)(s)=&
du
ds
+Au(s), s # R.
Statement (iv) of Theorem 4.1 means, in other words, that the semigroup
T (t) is exponential dichotomic if and only if the operator L is invertible (in
one of the spaces BUC(R, E ) and AP(R, E )). It is easy to see that if T (t)
is exponentially dichotomic, then the semigroup etL also is exponentially
dichotomic, with the dichotomic projection P defined by (Pu)(s)=Pu(s)
(u # BUC(R, E ) or AP(R, E )). Therefore, if 0 # \(L) then 1 # \(etL), t>0. It
is also easy to see that if L is invertible (in BUC(R, E ) or AP(R, E )), then so
is L&i* for every * # R, which implies that the spectrum of L is invariant
w.r.t. translations parallel to iR. From this and the implication [0 # \(L) O
1 # \(eLt)] it follows immediately that _(eLt)"[0]=exp[t_(L)], i.e., that
the Spectral Mapping Theorem holds for the semigroup eLt. Thus,
theorems of Perron type, on the regular admissibility of functional spaces,
may be regarded as spectral mapping theorems for evolutionary semi-
groups. In particular, the semigroup T (t) is exponentially stable if and only
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if Re _(L)<0. Analogous results on the equivalence of the exponential
dichotomy and the regular admissibility also hold for nonautonomous
equations u$(t)=A(t) u(t)+ f (t), under the condition that the equation is
well posed so that there exists a strongly continuous evolution family of
bounded linear operators. Results of this type were first obtained by
Massera and Scha ffer [22] (for the case A(t) is a bounded operator \t),
Zhikov [37] (for the general case; see also [18, Chapter 10], and referen-
ces therein), and a different approach was presented subsequently in [17]
(cf. [28]). Recently, Kaashoek and Verduyn-Lunel [15] obtained another
interesting characterization of the exponential dichotomy of a C0-semi-
group T (t) in terms of the convergence of some integral of the resolvent
and the uniform boundedness of some specially introduced family of
bilinear functionals.
Let us recall also the classical Lyapunov Stability Theorem that the trivial
solution of the equation u$(t)=Au(t) (where A is a matrix) is asymptotically
exponentially stable if and only if for any given symmetric positive definite
matrix Q there exists a positive definite matrix P which is the unique solution
of the matrix equation A*P+PA=&Q. An analogous result holds for
C0-semigroups on a Hilbert space (see [5, 6]). Theorem 4.1 offers the
following version of a generalization of the Lyapunov Theorem to C0-semi-
groups on infinite dimensional Banach spaces.
Theorem 4.2. Let T (t) be a C0-semigroup on a Banach space E, with the
generator A. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) T (t) is exponentially stable;
(ii) T (t) is uniformly bounded and for every B which is the generator
of an isometric C0-group on a Banach space F, and for every bounded
operator C: F  E, the operator equation AX&XB=C has a unique bounded
solution.
(iii) T (t) is uniformly bounded and the operator equation AX&XD=
&$0 has a unique bounded solution, where D=ddt: BUC(R, E ) 
BUC(R, E ) and $0 : BUC(R, E )  E, ($0 f = f (0)) (or the same property
holds for the restrictions of D and $0 to AP(R, E ).
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, therefore, reduce the question of the exponential
dichotomy and stability of a C0-semigroup to the existence of a unique
bounded solution of Eq. (12) in which M=BUC(R, E ) or M=AP(R, E ).
Together with Corollary 2.4, they lead to the following characterization of
the exponential dichotomy and stability of a semigroup T (t) in terms of the
uniform boundedness of a sequence of special operators Xn which are solu-
tions of the operator equation AX&XDn=&$ (n)0 . Here and in the following
corollary, Dn and $ (n)0 denote the restriction of D and $0 , resp., onto the
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subspace M([&in, in]), Xn is the unique solution of the operator equation
AX&XDn=&$ (n)0 (the existence and formula for Xn follow from condition
(i) and (B) of Section 2).
Corollary 4.3. (a) A C0-semigroup T (t) with generator A is expo-
nentially dichotomic if and only if the following conditions hold :
(i) _(A) & iR=<;
(ii) supn1 &Xn&<.
(b) T (t) is exponentially stable if and only if it is uniformly bounded
and conditions (i)(ii) hold.
It is shown in [2] that the following holds:
If T (t) and S(t) are C0 -semigroups with generators A and &B, respec-
tively, L(F, E ) is the space of all bounded linear operators from F to E,
U(s): L(F, E )  L(F, E ) is defined by U(s) X#T (s) XS(s), X # L(F, E ),
s0, and if
M#sup
t0 "|
t
0
U(s) ds"<, (16)
then the operator equation (3) has a unique bounded solution for every
bounded C.
Applying this result to equation AX&XDM=&$M0 , we obtain one more
corollary of Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 4.4. Let M be a closed subspace of BUC(R, E ) which is
invariant w.r.t. translations and reflections (i.e., t [ f (&t) # M if f # M) and
satisfies condition (11). Suppose that
sup
t0 "|
t
0
T (s) f (s) ds"<, \f # M.
Then M is regularly admissible.
Proof. Let X be an arbitrary bounded linear operator from M to E and
f # M. By the condition, the function g(t)=XS(&t) f also belongs to M.
Therefore
sup
t0 "|
t
0
T (s) XS(&s) f ds"<, \f # M.
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By the Principle of Uniform Boundedness
sup
t0, &X&1 "|
t
0
T (s) XS(&s) ds"<,
i.e., condition (16) holds. Hence, the operator equation AX&XDM=&$M0
has a unique bounded solution, which implies the regular admissibility
of M. K
In the particular cases M=P(|), M=BUC(R, E ) and M=AP(R, E )
Corollary 4.4 gives a new proof of the following result which is contained
in [25] (except the statement (i)).3
Corollary 4.5. Let T (t) be a C0-semigroup on a Banach space E.
(i) If
sup
t0 "|
t
0
T (s) f (s) ds"<, \f # P(|),
then 1 # \(T (|));
(ii) If
sup
t0 "|
t
0
T (s) f (s) ds"<, \f # BUC(R, E ), (or \f # AP(R, E )),
then T (t) is exponentially stable.
Proof. (i) follows directly from Corollaries 4.4 and 3.6.
(ii) From the boundedness of t0 T (s) f (s) ds for all f # BUC(R, E )
(for all f # AP(R, E )) it follows, by Corollary 4.4, that the space
BUC(R, E ) (resp., the space AP(R, E )) is regularly admissible. By Theo-
rem 4.1, the semigroup T (t) is exponentially dichotomic. Since
T (t)x=x+|
t
0
T (s) Ax ds, \x # D(A),
it follows that T (t)x is bounded for every x # D(A). This implies that the
dichotomic projection P is the identity operator, so that T (t) is exponen-
tially stable. K
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Corollary 4.5 can be reformulated equivalently in the following way:
Consider the Cauchy problem:
{u$(t)=Au(t)+ f (t), t0,u(0)=0. (17)
(i) If for every f # P(|) the solution of (17) is bounded, then
1 # \(T (|));
(ii) T (t) is exponentially stable if (and only if ) for each f #
BUC(R+ , E ) (or f # AP(R+ , E )), the solution of (17) is bounded.
If we know a priori that the semigroup T (t) is uniformly bounded, then
the condition of boundedness of the solution of (17) with the zero initial
condition can be replaced by the boundedness of solutions with any initial
condition. Hence, the following holds.
Corollary 4.6. Suppose that T (t) is a uniformly bounded C0-semi-
group. If for every f # BUC(R+ , E ) (or f # AP(R+ , E )) there exists a solu-
tion u # BUC(R+ , E ) of Eq. (1), then T (t) is exponentially stable.
Note that the condition in Corollary 4.6 means admissibility of the space
BUC(R+ , E ): Recall that the space BUC(R+ , E ) is called admissible if for
every f # BUC(R+ , E ) there exists at least one solution u # BUC(R+ , E ) of
Eq. (1) (cf. [10, 11, 18, 22]). It seems to us still an open problem whether
the admissibility of the space BUC(R+ , E ) alone implies the exponential
dichotomy of the semigroup T (t). (The answer to this problem is well-
known (and is affirmative) in the case dim E< (Perron’s Theorem).)
Recently, Vu Quoc Phong has shown (unpublished manuscript) that the
admissibility of the space BUC(R, E ) is equivalent to the exponential
dichotomy, i.e., the affirmative answer to the question when R+ is replaced
by R.
5. A NONLINEAR EQUATION
Consider a nonlinear equation of the form
u$(t)=Au(t)+ f (t, u), (18)
where f : R_E  E is a continuous function. In this section, we use the
results of Section 3 to obtain results on the behavior of solutions of the
nonlinear equation (18). Here, we do not strive for the maximal generality.
Instead, we would like to draw the attention of the reader to the proposed
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method, which seems to work effectively when the classical method involv-
ing Green’s function is not applicable, because the Green’s function is not
defined.4
Let M be a translation-invariant subspace of BUC(R, E ) which satisfies
(11). Assume that M and f (t, u) satisfy the following assumptions:
(A1) M is admissible for Eq. (1).
(A2) For every u # M the function t [ f (t, u(t)) # M.
(A3) f satisfies a Lipschitz condition
& f (t, u)& f (t, v)&k &u&v&, \u, v # E. (19)
Theorem 5.1. Under Assumptions (A1)(A3) (with a sufficiently small k),
Eq. (18) has a unique solution u in M.
Proof. From (A1) and Theorem 3.1 it follows that for every f # M the
function
u(t)=XS(t) f
is the unique mild solution in M of Eq. (1), where X is the unique solution
to the operator equation AX&XDM=&$M0 , with DM#D | M.
For v(t) # M, let h(t)= f (t, v(t)). By (A2), h # M. Consider the mapping
8: M  M defined by
(8v)(t)=X(S(t) h).
If w(t) # M is another function, then
&(8v)(t)&(8w)(t)&=&X(S(t)[ f (s, v(s))& f (s, w(s))&
&X& sup
s # R
& f (s, v(s))& f (s, w(s))&k &X& &v&w&,
which shows that 8 is contraction mapping in M if k<&X&&1. The unique
fixed point of 8 is the unique solution in M of Eq. (18). K
By analogous arguments, one can show that the following theorem holds
in which the global Lipschitz condition (19) is replaced by a local one in
the following way: It is required that there are positive constants M, k, r
such that
& f (t, u)&M, \&u&r,
(20)
& f (t, u)& f (t, v)&k &u&v&, \&u&r, &v&r.
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Theorem 5.2. Assume that conditions (A1), (A2) hold. For any r>0
there exist M and k such that if f (t, u) satisfies condition (20), then Eq. (18)
has a unique solution u in M such that sup&<t< &u(t)&r.
Proof. Let r>0 be given and Br=[u # M : supt # R &u(t)&r]. For suf-
ficiently small M, the mapping 8, which is defined as in the proof of
Theorem 5.1, will map Br into itself and, for a sufficiently small k, will
be a contraction mapping in Br . It remains to apply the Fixed Point
Theorem. K
To our knowledge, Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 in this general form are new
even in the finite dimensional case. From Theorems 5.15.2 and Corollaries
3.53.6 we obtain the following results which are essentially known in the
finite dimensional case but seem to us new in the general infinite dimen-
sional case (for a finite dimensional prototype of these results cf., e.g., [1,
p. 303]).
Corollary 5.3. Assume that:
(i) 1 # \(T (|));
(ii) f (t, u) is |-periodic in t;
(iii) f satisfies condition (19) with a sufficiently small constant k
(resp., for a given r>0, f satisfies condition (20) with sufficiently small M
and k).
Then Eq. (18) has a unique |-periodic solution (resp., Eq. (18) has a
unique |-periodic solution u such that supt # R &u(t)&r).
Corollary 5.4. Assume that:
(i) &1 # \(T (|));
(ii) f (t, u) is |-antiperiodic in t;
(iii) f (t, &u)= f (t, u), \u # E ;
(iv) f satisfies condition (19) with a sufficiently small constant k
(resp., for a given r>0, f satisfies condition (20) with sufficiently small M
and k).
Then Eq. (18) has a unique |-antiperiodic solution (resp., Eq. (18) has a
unique |-antiperiodic solution u such that supt # R &u(t)&r).
Examples. (Equations with a small parameter.) 1. Let A be a gener-
ator of a C0-semigroup such that 1 # \(T (|)). Let g(t): R  E be a |-peri-
odic function and f : R_E  E be |-periodic in t and Lipshitz continuous
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in u, i.e. there exists a constant N such that & f (t, u)& f (t, v)&N &u&v&,
\u, v # E. Consider the following equation
u$(t)=Au(t)+ g(t)+:f (t, u). (21)
By Corollary 5.3, there exists +0>0 such that if :<+0 then Eq. (21) has
a unique |-periodic solution.
2. Let A be a generator of a C0-semigroup T (t) such that &1 #
\(T (|)). Let f : R_E  E be |-antiperiodic in t, Lipshitz continuous in u,
and satisy f (t, &u)= f (t, u), \u # E. Then by Corollary 5.4, there exists
+0>0 such that if :<+0 then Eq. (21) has a unique |-antiperiodic solution.
Remark. It is not difficult to see that the Lipschitz condition on f (t, u)
in Examples 1 and 2 above can be replaced by the condition that f (t, u) is
bounded and continuous w.r.t. the variable t and has continuous Fre chet
derivative w.r.t. the variable u.
6. EXTENSIONS
The method of this paper can be generalized to include equations of
higher order as well as integral or functional differential equations. For
example, for the equation of second order
u"(t)=Au(t)+ f (t),
one can show that the regular admissibility of a subspace M is equivalent
to solvability of the operator equation
AX&X(DM)2=&$M0 .
Analogously, for the equation with delay
u$(t)=Au(t)+Bu(t&t0)+ f (t),
the regular admissibility of a subspace M is equivalent to the solvability of
the operator equation
AX&XDM+BXS(&t0)=&$M0 .
Further consideration of the corresponding theory of general operator
equations (including the above types) and their applications to the
asymptotic behavior of functionaldifferential equations of various classes
will be given in a subsequent paper.
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